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1.0

Background

Presently there is no dedicated parking provision for Burntisland Railway Station. The area fronting the Railway
Station, Forth Place, whilst private is maintained by Fife Council and is predominantly private residential parking,
albeit there are two disabled parking spaces and approximately 10 cars which park out with designated private
parking bays. Thereafter current parking demand is partly accommodated on-street in the vicinity of the station.
This causes conflict with the competing needs of the town centre and residents. In 2016/17, the footfall at the
station was approximately 230,000 pa. In the past 3 years demand has risen by over 10%.
The Burntisland Town Centre bus also services the Railway Station but cannot actually stop directly outside the
Station as there is no turning facility and as such utilises the Harbour area.

2.0

Objectives

A brief was issued to Roads & Lighting Contracts team from Asset Management & Sustainable Transport to
provide outline designs and cost for car park layout options, i.e. 50, 75 and 100 spaces on an area of land adjacent
to Burntisland Railway Station. The feasibility should consider the following:

3.0



Vehicle, cycle and pedestrian access to the car park



Pedestrian access to the station from the car park



Pedestrian access to the rest of the town from the car park



Drop off / taxi point



Potential bus stop



Cycle parking



EV charging point



Parking for disabled users



Options to extend car park in the future

Land Requirements & Landownership

The land identified for the construction of the proposed car park is presently owned by Network Rail. They have
subsequently leased an area to Abellio ScotRail as part of the lease of the Station. The Platform Studios occupy
buildings adjacent to the proposed car park and also have dedicated parking which would be impacted by the
proposed car park and access road. It is assumed that the Platform Studios have some form of tenancy agreement
with Network Rail.
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Network Rail have two stages of consultation for any request to purchase land from their estate. The two stages
are as follows;


An internal consultation provides all key stakeholders the opportunity to determine if the property or site is
currently utilised, or has a foreseeable use as part of the railway. If the land is required, then approval to
dispose (to sell) will not be granted.



There is also an external consultation process with final approval sought from the Office of Road and Rail.
There is no guarantee that approval will be granted on any application.

It is anticipated that a typical sale including the consultation process, valuation of the property and legal transfer
would take a minimum of six months to complete. All Network Rail costs are to be borne, which are notionally in the
order of £7,000 (Consultation fees £1,500, surveyor fees £1,500, valuation fees £2,500 and legal fees £1,500).

4.0

Utilities

Utility enquires have been made and the returned responses;
BT – There is no record of this service within the area of the proposed car park. They do however have plant within
Forth Place.
Virgin Media – There is no record of this service within the area of the proposed car park.
Gas – There is no record of this service within the area of the proposed car park. They do however have plant
within Forth Place.
Scottish Water – There is no record of this service within the area of the proposed car park.
Scottish Power – Records indicate there is service within the area identified for the proposed car park.
Fife Council Street Lighting – There is no record of this service within the area of the proposed car park.
Private – Lighting bounds the south side of the proposed site which is within the control of Forth Ports

5.0

Topographical Survey

A topographical survey would be recommended for the detailed design. Land owner permission will have to be
granted for the topographical survey work to take place. The topographical survey would need to be undertaken
during the winter months due to dense vegetation and numerous trees covering the site.

6.0

Spatial Mapping

Feasibility design work has been carried out based on available Ordnance Survey maps and on-site visits. All
photographs have been included as Appendix A.

7.0

Environmental Considerations

Flood risk – Based on available information from SEPA, there is no flooding risk associated with the proposed site.
Contamination – Historical old maps indicate that the area of the proposed car park was previously used as sidings
which were predominantly removed sometime before 1989, some rail tracks are still in evidence. It could be
anticipated that the area will have a degree of contamination and contaminate testing will require to be carried out
to confirm and, if present, the cost to dispose. Refer to Appendix B
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8.0

Drainage

Existing Issues – There are no obvious drainage issues, it is assumed that the area will be free draining due to the
existing track ballast.
Potential Issues – Whilst the site is adjacent to Burntisland Harbour, in particular the East Dock, the Harbour is
Category B listed and as such Listed Building Consent would be required to install a surface water outfall directly
into the East Dock. Alternative options may be utilising an existing outfall, if such exists or subject to ground
conditions utilising a soakaway.

9.0

Construction Details

A flexible construction is proposed for the car park consisting of 150mm Subbase, 150mm Base, 55mm Binder and
45mm Surface Course.

10.0

Cost Estimates

The cost estimates give an estimate of land or legal costs and disposal of any potentially contaminated land which
would be required for this project to be deliverable. The estimates for these have a significant impact on the overall
cost of each of the options. Refer to Appendix D for estimates for each Option

11.0

Option Appraisal

Each of the three options utilise the same existing pedestrian access to the Station each via a designated
pedestrian walkway from the proposed car park. Similarly the same pedestrian routes would be used to access the
town centre from the car park. This would be either via Harbour Place or alternatively via the Station on to South
Hill Street, West Leven Street and Kirkgate.
All options provide 4 disabled parking bays within Forth Place which is the most logical place to locate them.
However, as this is a private road, agreement would need to be sought to locate here. A 4 space taxi rank has also
been provided adjacent to the pedestrian access to the station. An EV trickle feed charger has been allowed for
within the estimates, which would be more suitable for commuters than a rapid charger. With regards bus
provision, it is not feasible to provide a dedicated turning facility for the Town Centre bus. It would need to utilise
the circulatory road through the proposed car park. Buses larger than the Town Centre shuttle bus cannot be
accommodated.
Option 1 provides a 50 space car park at an estimated cost of £460,600; Option 2 provides a 75 space car park at
an estimated cost of £608,360 (both option 1 & 2 have the potential for future expansion, depending upon the
demand) to Option 3, which provides 97 spaces at an estimated cost of £708,372. Refer to Appendix D for
breakdown of the estimates.
The allowance for the removal and disposal of contaminated material has a significant bearing on the cost
estimates and should it be determined that there is no contamination, this would substantially reduce the estimate
for each option.
As mentioned in Section 3, within the Station complex, the Platform Studios occupy a number of buildings and
currently have their own dedicated parking provision. It may be necessary to allocate 8 dedicated spaces within
the proposed car park to compensate for the loss of the existing parking provision for the Studios.
Fundamentally, all options deliver the aforementioned listed objectives and the option taken forward will primarily
be based upon the available funding.
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In the short term, it would be recommended that funding of £10,000 is secured to ascertain the level of
contaminants, if any, and to establish if Network Rail will sell the land and the true cost of the land purchase.
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APPENDIX A
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Rail tracks still evident

Dense vegetation and trees
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Private parking for The Platform Studios

Proposed location for Taxis

Existing access to Station to be used to link proposed car park
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APPENDIX B
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1943 Map Detailing Extent of Rail Network

1989 Map Detailing Significantly Reduced Rail Network
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APPENDIX C
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FIFE COUNCIL
TRANSPORTATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
ROADS & LIGHTING CONTRACTS
ESTIMATE OF COST OF PROJECT
PROJECT:

Estimate Type
Preliminary
Pre-Tender
Post-Tender

x

Burntisland Railway Station Porposed Car Park - Option 1

FILE REF. NO: P60047
Preliminaries

£9,200.00

Roadworks Site Clearance
General

£26,000.00

Fencing & Environmental Barriers

£1,662.00

Safety Fencing

£0.00

Earthworks
Main

£17,971.00

Drainage & Service Ducts

£8,500.00

CarriagewayCarriageways

CONTRACT

£86,540.00

Kerbings

£1,320.00

Signs

Traffic Signs & Road Markings

£2,000.00

&

Road Lighting Columns & Brackets

Lighting

Electrical Work for Road

WORKS

£45,633.00

Lighting & Traffic Signs & LED's

£96,360.00

£0.00

£8,000.00

£10,000.00

Structures

£0.00
Accommodation Works
Works for Statutory or other Bodies

£5,000.00

Landscaping

£0.00

Others - Contaminated Land

£160,000.00

EV Chargers - 1No trickle feed

£30,000.00

Sub Total
Contingencies

£326,193.00
15%

£48,928.95

TOTAL CONTRACT WORKS
Land

£375,121.95

£50,000.00

Non Contract Statutory or other Bodies
Ground Investigation

£5,000.00

OTHER

Survey

£2,000.00

COSTS

Works Testing
Sub Consultant Fees
Design Fee

£11,000.00

Supervision Fee

(INCL EXPENSES)

£17,500.00

Other Costs
TOTAL OTHER COSTS

£85,500.00

TOTAL COST OF PROJECT
Compiled :

£460,621.95

J Carrie

Checked:
Team Leader:M Dewar

Date :

20-Jun-18
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FIFE COUNCIL
TRANSPORTATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION - PROJECTS
ESTIMATE OF COST OF PROJECT
PROJECT:

Estimate Type
Preliminary
Pre-Tender
Post-Tender

x

Burntisland Railway Station Porposed Car Park - Option 2

FILE REF. NO: P60047
Preliminaries

£9,200.00

Roadworks Site Clearance
General

£26,000.00

Fencing & Environmental Barriers

£1,662.00

Safety Fencing

Main

£0.00

Earthworks

£26,180.00

Drainage & Service Ducts

£13,500.00

CarriagewayCarriageways

CONTRACT

£121,000.00

Kerbings

£4,640.00

Signs

Traffic Signs & Road Markings

£2,000.00

&

Road Lighting Columns & Brackets

Lighting

Electrical Work for Road

WORKS

£53,842.00

Lighting & Traffic Signs & LED's

£139,140.00

£0.00

£12,000.00

£14,000.00

Structures

£0.00
Accommodation Works
Works for Statutory or other Bodies

£5,000.00

Landscaping

£0.00

Others - Contaminated Land

£230,000.00

EV Charger

£30,000.00

Sub Total
Contingencies

£451,182.00
15%

£67,677.30

TOTAL CONTRACT WORKS
Land

£518,859.30

£50,000.00

Non Contract Statutory or other Bodies
Ground Investigation

£5,000.00

OTHER

Survey

£2,000.00

COSTS

Works Testing
Sub Consultant Fees
Design Fee

£12,500.00

Supervision Fee

(INCL EXPENSES)

£20,000.00

Other Costs
TOTAL OTHER COSTS

£89,500.00

TOTAL COST OF PROJECT
Compiled :

£608,359.30

J Carrie

Checked:
Team Leader:M Dewar

Date :

20-Jun-18
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FIFE COUNCIL
TRANSPORTATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION - PROJECTS
ESTIMATE OF COST OF PROJECT
PROJECT:

Estimate Type
Preliminary
Pre-Tender
Post-Tender

x

Burntisland Railway Station Porposed Car Park - Option 3

FILE REF. NO: P60047
Preliminaries

£9,200.00

Roadworks Site Clearance
General

£26,000.00

Fencing & Environmental Barriers

£1,662.00

Safety Fencing

Main

£0.00

Earthworks

£29,650.00

Drainage & Service Ducts

£21,000.00

CarriagewayCarriageways

CONTRACT

£148,350.00

Kerbings

£6,810.00

Signs

Traffic Signs & Road Markings

£2,000.00

&

Road Lighting Columns & Brackets

Lighting

Electrical Work for Road

WORKS

£57,312.00

Lighting & Traffic Signs & LED's

£176,160.00

£0.00

£15,000.00

£17,000.00

Structures

£0.00
Accommodation Works
Works for Statutory or other Bodies

£5,000.00

Landscaping

£0.00

Others - Contaminated Land

£270,000.00

EV Charger

£30,000.00

Sub Total
Contingencies

£534,672.00
15%

£80,200.80

TOTAL CONTRACT WORKS
Land

£614,872.80

£50,000.00

Non Contract Statutory or other Bodies
Ground Investigation

£5,000.00

OTHER

Survey

£2,000.00

COSTS

Works Testing
Sub Consultant Fees
Design Fee

£14,000.00

Supervision Fee

(INCL EXPENSES)

£22,500.00

Other Costs
TOTAL OTHER COSTS

£93,500.00

TOTAL COST OF PROJECT
Compiled :

£708,372.80

J Carrie

Checked:
Team Leader:M Dewar

Date :

20-Jun-18
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